Interim treatment selection with a flexible selection margin in clinical trials.
When several treatment arms are administered along with a control arm in a trial, dropping the non-promising treatments at an early stage helps to save the resources and expedite the trial. In such adaptive designs with treatment selection, a common selection rule is to pick the most promising treatment, for example, the treatment with the numerically highest mean response, at the interim stage. However, with only a single treatment selected for final evaluation, this selection rule is often too inflexible. We modified this interim selection rule by introducing a flexible selection margin to judge the acceptable treatment difference. Another treatment could be selected at the interim stage in addition to the empirically best one if the differences of the observed treatment effect between them do not exceed this margin. We considered the study starting with two treatment arms and a control arm. We developed hypothesis testing procedures to assess the selected treatment(s) by taking into account the interim selection process. Compared with the one-winner selection designs, the modified selection rule makes the design more flexible and practical.